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PRICING BUTCHER HOGS

AT ILLINOIS COUNTRY MARKETS
EMER E. BROADBENT, ALBERT G. MADSEN, and VINCENT I. WEST*

THIS
STUDY CONSIDERS THE EXTENT to which Illinois country butcher

hog prices were influenced by weight, consist, size of lot, and time

of sale. These factors were related to alternative supply areas, different

kinds of buyers, and different kinds of country hog-marketing organi-
zations.

Illinois farmers market over 10,000,000 hogs every year. Income

from the sale of these hogs amounts to over 20 percent of the state's

farm income. Analysis of alternative Illinois farm enterprises re-

vealed that in recent years "only the hog enterprise showed a return

for management and profit."
2 This in spite of the fact that the returns

to the hog enterprise provided a margin of only 92 cents per hundred

pounds of hogs marketed.

Part of the reason for this narrow margin of profit is that the

industry is confronted with a basic marketing problem. How can

producers or the trade understand, interpret, and use, the market pric-

ing system that exists in the state? Price differences received at alter-

native markets may only amount to from 10 to 50 cents per hundred-

weight. This pricing situation occurs because of lack of adequate

marketing information. Misunderstanding of imprecise and confusing

price information can be costly to all segments of the industry, but

especially so to the 79,000 Illinois hog producers.

THE ILLINOIS HOG MARKET

The marketing structure of Illinois has changed greatly, and many
individual pricing arrangements have been established by local markets

and packer buyers in the past 30 years. Since 1920, Illinois hog

marketing has undergone a transition from a dominant terminal or

central marketing system to an integrated, direct country-marketing

system. But the transition is not yet complete, and each new change,

regardless of origin, calls for a reappraisal, and for the realignment of

facilities, services, and pricing arrangements.

1 EMER E. BROADBENT, Professor of Livestock Marketing, ALBERT G. MAD-

SEN, formerly Research Associate in Agricultural Marketing; and VINCENT I.

WEST, Professor of Prices and Statistics, Department of Agricultural Economics.
*
University of Illinois, "Economics for Agriculture" FM 20, April 24, 1962.
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In 1920, only 4.7 percent of Illinois hogs were marketed directly

to packers; by 1930, 11.6 percent were marketed directly; and by 1934,

21.2 percent of Illinois hogs moved directly to packers from country

points.
1 In 1956, 49 percent moved directly,

2 and the trend of increased

country hog marketings has continued since.

In 1928, there were only two local livestock markets in the state.

By 1932, the number had increased to 19. In 1932, 17 local packing

plants bought all or part of their livestock directly from farmers at

interior points. Before this time, local shipping associations had been

organized to assemble and ship livestock to terminal markets. At the

height of the shipping association movement in 1925, some 300 active

livestock-shipping associations were operating in the country.

Many local concentration points persist throughout the state, but the

orientation of flow has changed from terminal to country marketing.

Today four major order-buying firms and more than ten packers have

established many country buying points. The order-buying firms, with

central offices, operate as interior merchandisers for hogs and for some

cattle and sheep. These firms have developed local country "feeder"

points to buy hogs directly from farmers and provide a source of

supply to fill out-of-state packer orders. These organizations accumu-

late one or more daily orders for specified kinds of hogs and telephone

or radio pricing and shipping instructions to local country dealers or to

their own country points. Loads of hogs are concentrated in the

country to satisfy the orders. At the end of the trading day, shipments
are made to fill the packer orders.

Packers gradually established integrated country marketing systems.

Terminal slaughtering facilities were abandoned and new plants were

built near areas of surplus production to intercept the flow of livestock

that formerly had moved to terminal livestock markets. Packers, with

their many country points, balance their own packing-plant needs with

livestock bought directly at their door from their own country buying

points, from dealers, from interior order buyers, from their own feed

yards, or from the terminal markets. By 1964, over 175 local Illinois

markets and 74 country auctions had been developed to handle local

sales of Illinois livestock.

The change in the market structure can be easily understood, but no

well defined and integrated market pricing system has been developed
for country hog markets. In the case of local markets, pricing arrange-

1 The Direct Marketing of Hogs, USDA Misc. Pub. 222, p. 204.
1
Livestock Marketing in The North-Central Region, Ohio Exp. Sta. Res. Bui.

846, December, 1959, p. 51.
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ments have been closely guarded by the individual market, and price

comparisons derived from terminal market news quotations are of

questionable value since they do not reflect the existing hog marketing
structure. For this reason, today's hog producer is faced with a serious

problem as he attempts to evaluate the different systems and alternative

country market outlets, and sell his hogs where he will be able to

obtain the highest returns.

NATURE OF THE STUDY

This study was initiated to describe the pricing system of Illinois

country hog markets, and to obtain a better understanding of factors

that govern prices paid for butcher hogs at Illinois country markets.

Specific objectives were to determine the effect of quality, weight-class

distribution (consist), size of lot, and time of marketing on prices

paid for hogs. These factors in turn were related to alternative

Illinois supply areas, different kinds of buyers, and alternative types

of country organizations who bought Illinois hogs. Further analysis

was made to determine if significant differences were paid for hogs by
individual markets in the same immediate supply area, and within

the same organization in the same supply area.

This study also considered how well country newspaper market

quotations coincide with actual prices paid for hogs.

Detailed purchase invoices showing the date, name of market,

location, number of hogs, weight of hogs, and price per hundred-

weight, were obtained for all transactions carried on by 106 of the

175 country markets (Table 1). These markets handled over 30,000

individual lots of hogs during the five two-week time periods included

in the analysis. Two time periods were arbitrarily set up to coincide

with the anticipated periods of the year with the highest and lowest

market receipts. The others were spaced to evaluate prices during

other periods of the year. (Fig. 1.)

To facilitate analysis, the state was divided into seven market areas

on the basis of livestock concentration, dominant marketing systems,

and similarity of production enterprises in each area. The extent of

sampling in each area is shown in Table 1. Marketings by the firms

included in our sample represented over 80 percent of the slaughter

hogs sold at Illinois country points.

Data were obtained for all transactions on each marketing day dur-

ing the following periods: September 14-26, November 30 to December

12, February 15-27, June 20 to July 1, in 1959 and 1960.
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Table 1. Number of Direct Buying Points Located in Each Market
Area and the Number Included in the Sample, Illinois, 1959-1960*

Area
number
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Distribution of the market flow of hogs from Illinois farms, 1955-1960 (data of the

Illinois Crop Reporting Service). Shaded vertical lines identify the periods of the year
when this study was made. (Fig. 1 )

Deviation prices

The level of hog prices varied seasonally as much as 30 percent dur-

ing the time this study was made. Since the seasonally changing price

level would have concealed some relationships which existed among
prices paid for lots of hogs in the various categories (see below), all

price comparisons were reduced to deviations from a base price. The

base price was the daily weighted average price paid for all lots of hogs

that were marketed at an average weight of from 200 to 220 pounds. A
deviation price was computed for each lot sold by subtracting the daily

base price from the price actually paid. The difference which could be

positive or negative was recorded as the deviation price for each lot.

This method of using deviation prices reduced all prices paid to a

common denominator and simplified the statistical analysis.

Analysis of data (see appendix for details)

Regression and correlation analyses, with the use of dummy vari-

ables, were the primary statistical methods used to determine the

influence of the independent variables of average weight of lot (W),
size of lot sold (L), market day of sale (D), season of sale (T),
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market area in which sold (A), and market organization to which hogs
were sold (E), on the dependent variable the price paid (Y).

The models for the least squares analysis of the pricing data were

of the general form:

Y = u + W, + L, + Dk + Tm + An + Co + Ep

Where Y = deviation price per hundredweight
u = constant term

The independent variables are identified above. The W, Lj, Dk ,

Tm ,
An , C ,

and Ep terms are coefficients of dummy variables which

were used to test regression relationships among lots classified accord-

ing to unsealed variables. (See appendix for definitions.)

The following continuous variables, not included in the general

model, were included in selected models in the study:

G = average weight of hogs sold in a lot

H = size of lot sold

I = daily number of hogs sold in twelve terminal markets and

interior Iowa

Since such variables as season, market day, and market area are

not conventionally scaled attributes, it was necessary to assign them

numerical values to introduce them into the models. Suits1 described

the procedure for assigning numerical values in the general case.

The method by which this procedure was applied to specific classi-

fications of independent variables in the present study can be explained

by example. Market area classifications were defined by dummy vari-

ables associated with A1( A2 ,
A3 ,

A4 ,
A5 ,

A6 ,
and A 7 . When a particular

lot of hogs was sold in Area 2, the dummy variable for A2 was assigned

the value 1, and the remaining dummy variables of area classification

were assigned the value of 0. If this lot had been sold on Monday,
the dummy variable for D! = 1 and other dummy variables for market

day of sale were assigned a value of 0. If sold during the September
1960 period, the dummy variable for T5 was 1, and those for Ti-T4

were set at 0.

The usual tests of significance were applied to the net regression

coefficients using Student's t statistic, t = b/sb .

2

1

Suits, Daniel B., "Use of Dummy Variables in Regression Equations" Jour-
nal of American Statistical Association, December 1957, p. 550.

1
In testing the regression coefficients of dummy variables, the test is for

significant differences between deviation price in the base (deleted) classification,

and deviation price in the period designated by the subscript on the coefficient.

The symbol "b" in t = b/Sb is interpreted to include the coefficients of the dummy
variables which are indicated by subscripted capital letters in Models I-VI.
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REGRESSION AND CORRELATION MODELS
AT THE STATE LEVEL

The independent variables were included in various combinations in

six different models. A discussion of the factors included in the models

will be found in the appendix. These regression models contained the

following variables:

Model I Y = u + biG + b 2G2 + bsH + bj +Dk + Tm + An

Model II Y = u -t-biG + Lj + Tm
Model III Y = u + b xG + Lj + Tm -f Ep

Model IV Y = u + W, + Tm -f An

Model V Y = u +b aG + b3H + bj + An

Model VI Y == u +W, + b3H + bj + An

The regression coefficients are indicated by the same symbol, al-

though they are different in the various equations.

Analysis of country market data by weight class

All hogs bought by all markets included in the study were segre-

gated according to the average weight per lot marketed. Weighted

average prices for each major weight class were computed. The rela-

tionship between weight and prices paid followed an inverted U pattern.

The highest prices, $14.43 per hundredweight, were paid for 200- to

220-pound hogs; 180- to 200-pound hogs sold at $14.28; 220- to 240-

pound hogs were marketed at $14.29; and 240- to 270-pound hogs

brought $13.92 per hundredweight. Prices for different weight classes

varied from 14 cents to 51 cents lower than the 200 to 220 pound aver-

age price. The effect of weight on prices paid is illustrated in Fig. 2

and the data are given in Appendix Table 1.

The net regression coefficients in Model I indicate that prices paid

for different weight classes of hogs (Y) were dependent on hog

weights (G).

Weight variables included in Models IV and V (Appendix Table

2), indicated that prices of hogs in other weight classes averaged from

14 to 61 cents per hundredweight less than 200- to 220-pound hogs.

Each difference was significant at the 1 -percent level.
1

Since highest prices were paid for 200- to 220-pound live hogs, and

wholesale cuts from this class of hogs are of higher value than whole-

sale cuts from other weight classes of hogs (Table 2), it is clear that

1 The t ratio indicated that the probability of such a difference occurring as

a result of random errors of sampling was less than 1 in 100.
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180-200 LB.

200-220 LB.

220-240 LB.

240-270 LB.

I I I

-80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10

PRICE DEVIATION

10 20 30

Cumulative distribution of hogs sold at or above the stated deviation price,
Illinois country markets, 1959-1960. (Fig. 2)

weight of hogs is a significant indicator of the value per hundredweight
of carcass marketed.

The very large proportion (77 percent) of 200- to 220-pound hogs
that were sold within 20 cents of the base price, indicates that weight
was probably the most important single factor in pricing butcher hogs

(Fig. 2). But a relatively large proportion of 180- to 200- and 220- to

240-pound hogs were also sold at prices within 20 cents of the base

price.

Pricing by size of lot

Over 20 percent of the lots with 1 to 4 hogs, and 7 percent of the

lots with 5 to 9 head, were discounted 80 cents or more from the base

price. For the large (over 100-head lots) only 4 percent were dis-

counted 40 cents or more; 49 percent sold within 10 cents; and 76 per-
cent of the large-sized lots sold within 20 cents of the base price

(Appendix Table 3).
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Table 2. Yields of Specified Wholesale Pork Cuts From Butcher Hogs
as a Percentage of Liveweight, by Weight Class

Wholesale cuts
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using size of lot as dummy variables, it was found that hogs sold in

1- to 10-head lots and 11- to 20-head lots were priced significantly

lower than those sold in 31- to 40-head lots. Those sold in lots of over

100 head were the only size-of-lot classes which brought significantly

higher prices (about 8 cents per hundredweight) than the 31- to 40-

head lots.

A larger proportion of light and heavyweight hogs were sold in

smaller lots than medium butcher weights (Table 3). Some of the

price differences between sizes of lots were probably due to the effect

of a disproportionate distribution of different weights of hogs sold in

small and large lots.

The average discount of 16 cents per hundredweight for hogs sold

in small lots (1 to 10 head) compared with 31- to 41-head lots, while not

large, is significant. Farmers would have received 37 cents less for each

230-pound hog sold in lots of from 1 to 10 head than they would have

received for hogs of similar weight sold in lots of from 31 to 40 head.

Fifty percent of the sales were in lot sizes of from 1 to 10 head, yet

only 15 percent of the hogs were sold in these small-sized lots.

Pricing by season of the year

Significant price differences existed (Appendix Table 2) between

weight classes and prices paid during the different seasons. Models I

through IV tested the relationship of weight classes on prices paid

during different seasons of the year. The price deviation from the daily

price base was less during June and December than at any other time.

The large proportion (over 40 percent) of 240- to 270-pound hogs

Table 3. Distribution of Transactions and Distribution of Hogs Sold

by Size of Lot, for Each Weight Class and for Total,
Illinois Country Hog Markets, 1959-1960

Size of lot

(head)
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which were discounted over 80 cents per hundredweight during these

two periods largely explains the low price deviations. Weight class av-

erage prices during September for hogs weighing 190 to 250 pounds
differed by less than 25 cents. Over 90 percent of the hogs were sold

in these weight categories.

Pricing by day of the week

It was found that hog prices were lower on Friday than any other

day of the week. Monday and Wednesday prices were significantly

different from Friday prices (Appendix Table 2). Monday prices

averaged 6 cents and Wednesday prices 2 cents per hundredweight

higher than Friday prices.

There was an uneven flow of market hogs during the week. Over
24 percent were marketed on Monday, 19.7 percent on Tuesday, 17.9

percent on Wednesday, 17.4 percent on Thursday, and 20.8 percent on

Friday. While the prices and volume marketed on various days of the

week differed significantly from a statistical standpoint, the observed

price differences were not sufficiently large to encourage much change
in the flow of market hogs. The higher Monday prices may have in-

duced more hogs to be marketed early in the week.

The number of hogs sold on the 12 major terminal markets had

little effect on the weight-class price deviations paid for hogs at Illinois

country markets. The regression coefficients were not significant (Ap-

pendix Table 1 ) .

HOG PRICING IN SEVEN ILLINOIS MARKETING AREAS

Significant pricing differences existed between the seven Illinois

market areas (Table 4 and Fig. 3). Area 7, adjacent to Chicago, had

the highest average prices. Area 5, in southeastern Illinois, had the next

highest average prices. Area 2, in western Illinois, had the lowest

prices, and Area 1, in northwestern Illinois, had the next to the lowest

prices. There was a difference of over 20 cents in the average prices

paid in Area 2 and Area 7.

Two separate regression and correlation models were used in the

area analysis. These models included the following variables:

Model I Y = u + ^G + Lj + Dk + Tm
Model II Y = u + W, + Tm

In Model I, the 21- to 30-head lot size was used as base for size-of-

lot analysis because the largest proportion of hogs were sold in this
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Table 4. A Comparison of Price Differences Paid for Butcher Hogs
in Seven Illinois Market Areas*

Item Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 Area 5 Area 6 Area 7 State

WeUht class

180-200. .

200-220. .

220-240. ..

240-270...

Size of lot

1-10 head.
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-75
76-100
Over 100. .

(difference from the base price, cents per hundredweight)

-36.00* -17.33* -32.24* -30.42* -33.84* 23.03* 20.89* -25.60*
,

base weight-class price
-12.64* -15.84* -14.99* -14.34* -17.86* 13.01* 11.61* -13.82*
-60.76* -53.70* -66.43* -66.71* -86.57* 55.96* 51.33* -60.45*

-19.43*
-3.30
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Areas used in this stud
Illinois butcher hog prices,
June 1960. (Fig. 3)

undoubtedly were due to the influence of the Chicago terminal market

which paid high prices for heavy butchers. Local markets had to meet

Chicago competition to maintain volume.

Several factors were responsible for exerting an upward pressure

on prices in Area 5, the second highest-priced area. There was a short

supply of hogs relative to other parts of the state; there was keen

competition between many small packers who depended upon this area

as their major source of supply; and some dealer and trading margins

may have been eliminated. Competition from the Evansville and St.

Louis terminal markets, and from packers in the southeastern United
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States who had lower transportation costs from Areas 4 and 5 than

other areas of the state, may also have been important.

The St. Louis terminal market directly influenced prices paid in

Area 4. Area 6, the predominant cash-grain part of the state, produced
a relatively low volume of hogs. Producers in this area had the alterna-

tive of shipping hogs either to Chicago or Indianapolis, or selling to

local markets for shipment to eastern packers.

Area 2 had the greatest concentration of hogs and lowest average

prices, marketed slightly heavier hogs, and had many country dealers

operating in the area. Most hogs from this area were shipped to dis-

tant packers. The lack of direct packer-buying operations may have

been a reason for lower prices in this area. Buying organizations located

in Area 2 were able to discount hogs more extensively when specifica-

tions were not met because there was a larger volume from which to

select. The buying organizations may also have followed the practice of

setting relatively low prices in their major supply area, and then pur-

chasing any additional volume required from other areas at slightly

higher prices. Order buyers established a "setup price" for western Illi-

nois of from 10 to 25 cents per hundredweight below eastern Illinois

and Indiana prices to overcome locational disadvantages, i.e., higher

transportation costs, to eastern markets.

Significantly higher prices were paid in Area 1 than in Area 2, but

prices in Area 1 were still relatively low when compared with prices in

other parts of the state. Area 1 had a large surplus of hogs. Many
out-of-state packers maintain buying points in that area. Packing plants

adjacent to the area bought hogs directly at the door. Most packers
followed specification-weight buying which may have caused country
markets to discount hogs rather extensively when weight specifications

were not met. Area 3 was dominated by the Peoria Terminal and a few

country buying points.

Area weight-price comparisons
In all areas, prices paid for 200- to 220-pound hogs were the highest

of any weight class. The base price used was the 200- to 220-pound
price. There was considerable variation in prices paid for different

weights of hogs marketed in different parts of the state (Appendix
Table 5). In Area 7, highest average prices per hog were paid for the

heavier weight classes and there was less difference in price spread

among the different weight classes. Area 5 had the lowest average

prices for the heavier butcher hogs. Producers of 180- to 200-pound
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butcher hogs could anticipate receiving 36 cents less for each hog sold

in Area 2 than in Area 1, but they could also anticipate obtaining 18

cents more for 220- to 240-pound hogs in Area 2 than in Area 1. Heavy,
240- to 270-pound butcher hogs, sold for 92 cents per hog more in Area
7 than in Area 5. Throughout the state lightweight, 180- to 200-pound

hogs, tended to be discounted more than medium, 220- to 240-pound

hogs. But there was no uniform discount for the different weight
classes.

A relatively large proportion of the 200- to 220-pound hogs in Area
2 was sold within 20 cents of the base price. This may be an indication

that more hogs were purchased on a weight-schedule basis in this area

than in the other parts of the state.

Lot size and area comparisons

Most market transactions were in lots of from 1 to 10 head. Larger
volume sales occurred in Areas 1, 2, and 3 than in other parts of the

state (Table 5). The southern and eastern market areas 4 and 5 had

a relatively small hog population which was associated with small

droves. But hogs sold in lots of 1 to 10 head were priced significantly

lower in all areas of the state. Greatest discounts for small lots were

taken in Area 5 which handled a higher proportion of small lots than

any other part of the state. Smallest discounts were taken in Area 2.

Extremely large lots brought significantly higher average prices only

in Areas 4 and 5. Prices of lots of from 20 to 100 head were not

significantly different from the base price.

Table 5. Distribution of Size of Lot Sold in Different

Illinois Hog-Marketing Areas, 1959-1960

Size of lot
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Market day and season as factors in pricing hogs
in Illinois market areas

Area 1 was the only market area in which lowest prices were paid

on Monday. Although differences were small, the fact that this price

relationship existed at all was significant since this differs from find-

ings in studies at other universities and ran counter to the general day-

of-week price relationships observed in this study. Location close to

packer outlets may have been a primary reason for Monday's rela-

tively low prices in Area 1. A packer policy of maintaining low prices

in major supply areas adjacent to their plants and of boosting a "buffer

price" in remote areas to induce flow may have been followed in this

area. Nearby country markets could buy hogs and deliver them to the

packers on the day they were slaughtered. There was no reason to hold

hogs over for slaughter at the first of the week.

In Area 2, considerably higher prices were paid for butcher hogs on

Monday than on other days of the week. Marketing costs resulting

from shrinkage and feeding definitely effected prices paid for hogs de-

livered at country points on Thursday and Friday. Thursday was the

lowest-priced market day. This probably occurred because eastern

packers take most hogs shipped from this area. Packers prefer to

slaughter hogs upon arrival at the plant and, therefore, avoid purchas-

ing hogs for arrival on Saturday and Sunday.
There were significant differences in relative prices paid for the

various weight classes of hogs at different seasons of the year in each

area. Using September 1959 as base, Area 2 had the greatest price

variation for different seasons of the year. Area 3 showed the least

seasonal differences.

General area marketing observations

Price variation among market areas can be expected because of dif-

ferences in transportation and service costs from production areas to

slaughter areas. However, the price differential between market areas

followed no consistent price pattern. Large day-to-day price variations

were an indication of market imperfections. Producers do not have

sufficient data to compare prices in different localities and make in-

formed decisions in choosing the best alternative markets with the

existing market information system. One single price report for all

areas and all weight classes does not provide enough information to

make valid marketing decisions.
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PRICING PRACTICES BY THREE TYPES OF BUYERS

All country markets were classified as packer-buyer markets, order-

buyer markets, or auctions. An analysis was made to determine pricing

differences among these three types of markets.

At the outset one must realize that weighing conditions and shrink-

age rates are not the same for the different types of markets, and even

though price differences may appear, the apparent difference can some-

times be accounted for by variation in the amount of "fill" in hogs
marketed.

The two regression and correlation models used in this analysis

were identical to those analyzed for area price differences. Considering

Table 6. A Comparison of Price Differences Paid for Butcher Hogs
by Different Types of Illinois Country Hog Buyers'

Item Order buyer Packer buyer Auction

(difference from the base price,
cents per hundredweight)

Weight class

180-200 -22.77* -27.63* -24.25*
200-220 base weight-class price
220-240 -14.21 -14.88* 3.20
240-270.. . -67.39 -67.60 -35.44*

Size of lot
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all hogs marketed, order buyers paid 2.4 cents per hundredweight less

than packer buyers. Auctions paid an average of 7.7 cents more than

order buyers, and 5.3 cents more than packer buyers (Table 6). (For
more detail see Appendix Table 6.)

A tendency for packer buyers to pay lower prices than order buyers

for light and heavy butcher hogs may encourage producers to market

medium hogs at packer markets and sell light and heavier hogs to order

buyers. Order buyers purchased a slightly smaller proportion of 200-

to 220-pound hogs and a larger proportion of heavier hogs than packer

buyers. Auctions handled a larger proportion of light and heavy hogs
than either the packer or order buyers, but they paid the highest aver-

age price for country hogs.

Higher prices per hundredweight do not always mean more dollars

per hog if one must sell fewer pounds. Shrink of 1/2 percent added

because of difference in the kind of outlet or marketing conditions, can

mean a difference of about 10 cents per hundredweight in the value of

hogs. Buyers could afford to pay higher prices at auctions because they
did not buy "fill."

Hogs sold at auctions were usually held several hours after unload-

ing and were weighed following the sale. Sorting, holding, penning
and driving activities may have caused shrinkage of from 2 to 3 per-

cent to occur between the time hogs were first unloaded until sold and

weighed. On the other hand, packer- or order-buyer local markets

weighed hogs on arrival directly from the truck.

While packer buyers tended to pay competitive prices for the 200-

to 220-pound hogs, they also tended to discount all other weight classes

more than other buyers (Appendix Table 6 and 7). Auctions dis-

counted the price of heavier hogs only half as much as order buyers or

packer buyers.

Significantly lower prices were paid for all other weight classes than

for the 200- to 220-pound hogs by both order buyers and packer buyers,

Table 7. Distribution of Sizes of Lot Purchased by Different Types
of Illinois Hog Buyers, 1959-1960

Head
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ORDER BUYERS
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V
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11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50
LOT SIZE (NUMBER OF HEAD)

51-75 76-100 OVER 100

Distribution of sizes of lot purchased at Illinois country markets by order

buyers, packer buyers, and auctions, 1959-1960. (Fig. 4)

but auction buyers did not pay significantly different prices for the

220- to 240-pound hogs than for 200- to 220-pound hogs. The following

table shows the difference (base
= average value of 200-220 pound

butcher hogs) in the value of hogs bought by three kinds of Illinois

country buyers in 1959-1960:

Weight class Auctions

180-200
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tions paid significantly higher prices for 11- to 20-head lots than they

did for the 21- to 30-head lots. The auctions handled more small, odd

lots of hogs than either the order or packer buyers (Fig. 4). But the

whole country market is troubled by the problem of marketing small-

sized lots.

Packer buyers and order buyers paid from 3 to 7 cents more on

Mondays than on other days of the week.

PRICING PRACTICES OF EIGHT COUNTRY
HOG-BUYING ORGANIZATIONS

Eight different organizations dominated the flow of hogs from

Illinois country markets. This phase of the analysis attempted to

identify variations in pricing practices among these different organiza-

tions. The models used in this analysis were identical to those used in

the market area analysis.

Prices paid by competing country buying organizations were signifi-

cantly different (Table 8), but ordinarily there was not enough magni-
tude in the difference that farmers could afford to reload hogs and

move them from one market place to another. However, the prices were

enough different to justify a telephone call to alternative markets.

Organizations 1, 2, and 3 were order buyers. Organization 4 was

an aggregation of all packer-owned country buying points in which no

single packer owned more than two markets. Organizations 5 and 6

were direct packer-buying organizations; Organization 7 was an aggre-

gation of auction markets, and Organization 8 was an aggregation of

independent privately owned and operated dealer markets.

Organizations 2, 4, and 7 paid 14 cents per hundredweight more for

hogs than Organization 1, and Organization 8 paid 19 cents more than

Organization 1. Each of these differences were statistically significant.

While Organizations 3 and 5 paid lower prices than Organization 1,

these price differences were not significantly lower (Appendix Table

8).

No one organization consistently paid highest prices for the differ-

ent weight classes during each period. Some organizations never paid
the highest price for any weight class, but Organizations 7 and 8 most

consistently paid the highest average prices. During the June period,

Organization 7 paid highest prices for all weight classes, while Organi-
zation 6 paid lowest prices.

The larger buying firms with a relatively large number of market

points paid nearly identical average prices for butchers. Organizations
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Table 8. A Comparison of Price Differences Pid for Butcher Hogs
by Eight Illinois Country Hog-Marketing Organizations'

Item
Market Organization

Weight class

180-200 -
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competitive prices ccn&d not divert a significant proportion of the hog

supply from the larger organizations. The large organizations were

able to obtain an adequate volume from their own supply areas without

raising prices in a more distant area. Without doubt the larger organi-

zations were cognizant of each other's pricing activities, and maintained

prices that were competitive with one another. Another reason was

lack of communication; with the existing means of communications

and price reporting, prices paid in different markets could not be com-

pared directly by producers.

Small organizations have had more freedom to act in adjusting pric-

ing policies than large hog-buying organizations. If a large organiza-

tion increased its hog prices, other large organizations would be forced

to follow suit to maintain their relative volume. Predatory price activ-

ities by small markets may affect one of the markets owned by a large

organization, but not all of them. Evidence of this price relationship

in practice can be seen in Appendix Table 9. For example: Organiza-
tion 8 paid the highest average prices of all country markets.

Weight as a factor in pricing hogs by buying organizations

The best example of weight as a pricing factor can be seen in eval-

uating the buying practices of Organization 5. Organization 5 was the

only buyer that attempted to specialize in buying 200- to 220-pound

hogs. Over 93 percent of its hogs were purchased within 20 cents of

the base price (Appendix Table 10). Both the light and heavy weights
were discriminated against. This kind of buying policy encouraged
farmers to sell hogs at recommended weights. Over 61 percent of the

hogs purchased by this buyer were in the 200- to 220-pound weight

class, compared with 45 to 50 percent by other buyers (Fig. 5).

Organization 5 differentiated prices at its local buying points. It

paid relatively low over-all prices and yet purchased a larger proportion
of 200- to 220-pound hogs than any other buying organization. It sel-

dom paid higher prices than other organizations for 200- to 220-pound

hogs, yet was located in a market area which had relatively high prices.

Despite paying relatively low prices, each market point in Organization
5 maintained a relatively high volume of hogs.

General conclusions for country hog-buying organizations

By sorting hogs into uniform meat-lots, buyers can obtain increased

returns from hogs which yield a higher proportion of primal cuts, and

at the same time pay producers relatively low prices for heterogeneous

weights of hogs. Organization 5 illustrates that a firm can buy hogs of
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desirable weight by establishing adequate price differentials in favor

of hogs in that weight class. If a similar practice were followed by a

large proportion of the trade, this would surely affect the breeding

and feeding practices of producers in such a way that a larger propor-

tion of such hogs would be supplied.

Although Organization 6 paid the lowest over-all prices, the consist

of hogs purchased was not greatly different from the consist bought by
other organizations. Had farmers been able to make definite compar-

isons between markets, this firm would not have been able to compete

with other organizations, pay the lowest prices, and yet obtain hogs of

about the same weight as competing organizations.

Organization 3 discounted heavy hogs 70 cents per hundredweight,

and light hogs 37 cents per hundredweight. Normally they discounted

more than all other organizations except 5 and 6 (Table 9); yet they

purchased a larger proportion of 200- to 220-pound hogs than most

other organizations (Fig. 5).

Organization 8 paid higher prices for lots of 21 to 30 head and dis-

counted small lots more than other organizations. Yet 60 percent of

its transactions were 1- to 10-head lots. This firm's sorting practices

may have contributed greatly to its ability to differentiate prices. While

Organization 5 did not pay highest prices for hogs, they bought lots of

larger average size than their competitors. They used a substantially

wider price deviation schedule between small and large lots of hogs to

attract the large lots.

Table 9. Distribution of Size of Lot Purchased by Illinois

Country Hog-Buying Organizations, 1959-1960

Organi-
zation
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PRICING BUTCHER HOGS AT SELECTED

ILLINOIS COUNTRY MARKETS

This phase of the analysis indicates the extent of price variation

existing between competing country buying organizations and within

organizations operating in "homogeneous" 20-mile radius supply areas.

This evaluation considered hogs sold during June 1960 (Table 10).

Three locations were selected and delineated to represent typical

northwestern, western, and southeastern Illinois market supply areas.

A weighted average price was computed for each weight class marketed

through each point. For all practical purposes, hogs of the different

weight classes would satisfy the same relative market demand. Yet it

is recognized there would be some variation within weight classes

because of meat-yielding differences within and between lots. Since

"quality" was not identifiable it had to be ignored. Prices paid at

alternative markets were compared to show price differences between

points of the same organization (Appendix Table 11).

In the northwestern Illinois location, three markets were operated

by one dealer organization, and four markets were operated by packers.

The average value differences ranged from 53 cents per hog for 260- to

270-pound hogs, to $2.47 per hog for 180- to 190-pound hogs. There

was a difference of $2.02 per hog in the amount paid by alternative

Table 10. Value Differences for Various Weight Classes of Hogs Sold

Within a 20-Mile Radius, Three Selected Areas in Northwestern,
Western, and Southeastern Illinois, June I960"

Weight class

Area 180- 190- 200- 210- 220- 230- 240- 250- 260-
190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270

(dollars per hog)

All markets within the 20-mile radius

Northwestern 2.47 1.46 .78 .84 1.42 2.02 2.25 2.24 .53

Western 1.47 .94 1.19 .77 .72 1.34 1.81 1.56 1.59
Southeastern 50 .53 .27 .73 .22 .49 1.05

Dealer markets in the same organization
Northwestern 1.05. .49 .02 1.24 .59 1.13 1.92

Western 81 .35 .51 .26 .05 .54 .29 29

Direct packer points in the same organization
Northwestern 1.30 .41 .76 .84 1.08 1.30 .59 1.45 .08

Western 1.09 .10 .57 .24 .43 .78 .74 .89 ....

Prices for each weight class were weighted by the total number and value of all hogs
sold in each class. These figures represent the difference between the lowest and highest aver-

age prices paid at markets within the same area.
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markets for lots averaging 230 to 240 pounds. The smallest difference

was noted for 200- to 220-pound hogs, and for 260- to 270-pound lots.

In western Illinois, four markets were packer-owned, five were

operated by one order-buyer, one was operated by a different packer,

and two were dealers. In this area, the price differences varied from 72

cents for 220- to 230-pound hogs, to $1.81 for 240- to 250-pound hogs.

The southeastern Illinois markets were operated by four different

buying organizations; two were dealers, one was packer operated, and

the other was privately operated. Producers selling to these markets

could have received a difference of from 22 cents to $1.05 per hog be-

tween the four markets, depending upon the weight class sold.

There was considerable price variation within the packer and dealer

organizations located in northwestern Illinois. For example, cash re-

ceipts from the sale of 20 hogs averaging 225 pounds would have

differed by $24.80, depending upon which dealer-owned market bought
the hogs. This same weight and number of hogs sold at alternative

markets belonging to one packer would have amounted to a difference

of $20.80.

Dealer marketing points of the same organization in western Illinois

paid producers a difference of from 5 to 81 cents per hog, depending

upon the weight bought. Packer operated markets in the same general
location varied prices from 10 cents to $1.09 per hog for different

butcher weight classes.

Farmers can profit by knowing prices paid at alternative outlets

regardless of market ownership or control. It is fallacious to assume

that all markets operated by the same company pay identical hog prices

even though identical prices may be posted at the market. It is also

absurd to assume that lots of the same average weight contain homo-

geneous kinds of hogs, but if the market does not differentiate prices

significantly within or between lots, the producer is trading in the dark.

The prices paid and prices posted or reported at the market or by
the news services often have little relationship to each other, so farmers

cannot afford to allow habit to guide their selection of a hog market.

Value differences of the magnitude shown can cover the cost of many
telephone calls to various markets in a local region to inquire about

prices paid for specific weight classes.
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COMPARISON OF ACTUAL PRICES WITH POSTED PRICES

Buying organizations quote "setup prices" to the market news re-

porters. ("Setup prices" are normally posted at all markets to indicate

a schedule of prices that will be paid for different weight classes of

hogs on a given day.) Since news reporters may interpret these quota-

tions as prices paid for different weight classes of hogs, it is crucial

that the price quotations be accurate. To check how posted prices com-

pared with actual prices paid for hogs, a sample of actual prices paid

was compared with setup prices for five different days (Tables 11 and

12).

Market C listed one daily price for each 10-pound weight class, but

it usually paid producers from 10 to 20 cents per hundredweight more

than the quoted prices. There were very few instances when the posted

price ever exceeded the daily average price paid for different weight

classes.

At Market D, setup prices were listed as a price range for each 10-

pound weight class. Generally the daily average prices paid for specific

weights of hogs exceeded the top price quoted for that weight class.

Actual prices paid were usually from 10 to 50 cents higher than the top

price quoted.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

The gradual shift in Illinois hog marketing, toward purchases at

country markets by dealers, order buyers, and packer buyers, has not

eliminated all the problems involved in hog marketing. The problems
that have not been solved or appreciably alleviated by this shift are

related to the inability of markets, including country markets, to iden-

tify quality differences in hogs. This leads to purchasing on a weight-

schedule basis, and to a situation where price reporting provides an

inadequate guide to producers who must decide where to sell their hogs.

Producers thus tend to make their decisions on the basis of custom.

Market news reports, which report prices paid according to USDA
grades, add to the uncertainty, since the USDA grades are not used by
the trade.

The price reporting system, weight-schedule pricing, and widely

varying prices reduce the producer's incentive to produce quality hogs.

Unless perceptible premiums are paid for hogs of high quality and of

desirable weight (200- to 220-pounds), and unless these premiums are

reported in terminology that is recognized by producers, the market
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cannot effectively guide production. Because of inadequate price dif-

ferentiations, farmers are encouraged to sell at weights heavier than

those which would command highest prices in an efficient market.

The data analyzed show that prices of light and heavy hogs were

usually lower than those of hogs in the 200- to 220-pound weight class,

but that during the fall months the prices were about the same. Over

90 percent of the hogs marketed in September were in weight classes

for which the average price was within 25 cents of the price in the

weight class with the highest average price. Highest prices for all

weight classes were paid in June, but the relative discounts for heavy

hogs were greatest in June and December. Over 40 percent of the 240-

to 270-pound hogs marketed in these months were discounted more

than 80 cents.

The distribution of hogs marketed among various weight classes

was found to be different in different parts of the state. Hogs marketed

from the northwestern and northeastern parts of the state were heavier

than those from the south. Prices also differed by area, being higher in

the northeastern and southeastern areas and lowest in the western and

northwestern areas.

Significant price differences were also found among the specific

buying organizations within these categories. Even within some of

these buying organizations, significantly different prices were paid for

hogs of the same weight class at buying points which were in the same

area.

Significant differences in prices attributable to size of lot indicate

that farmers would profit from sorting hogs into larger and more
uniform lots, rather than have the hogs sorted after sale at the market.

Lower prices tended to be paid for light and heavy hogs, and still

lower prices were paid for these hogs in small lots. Selling inferior

hogs in small lots to avoid mixing them with better hogs is appropriate,
but too many hogs are now being discounted because they are sold in

small lots.

Sorting could best be done on the farm, but sorting by selling firms

on the market could also be profitable. The discounts found in this

study for small lots should be a warning to producers who have refused

to sort their hogs for quality or to allow them to be sorted. The selling

of larger and more uniform lots of hogs would encourage the develop-
ment of acceptable uniform standards and nomenclature, and this

would make possible not only better functioning of the market itself,

but meaningful price reporting for the country markets.
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The differences noted above among different buying organizations,
and buying points of the same organizations, increase the importance
to producers of knowing the prices being paid at all accessible markets.

Markets operated by the same company may pay considerably different

prices.

Price reporting is complicated not only by these differences, but

also by the fact that significantly different prices are paid in different

areas of the state.

Price quotations purported to apply to the entire state do not reflect

actual prices paid, so that prices can perform their normal function of

guiding producers in marketing hogs.

Differences in prices reported for alternative competing country

buying organizations cannot be taken at face value. Deviations in

prices actually paid from posted prices and differences in the weighing
or "fill" conditions affect the meaning of these reports. Auctions tended

to pay higher average prices, but the hogs were often subjected to de-

layed weighing and then sold "shrunkout" at nominally increased

prices. The actual take-home pay for a given lot of hogs may have been

less than would have been received "filled" at the lower prices. The

shrinkage cost when hogs are held off feed and water can amount to

over $2.00 per hog.

Price spreads among weight classes at a given market point appear
to influence producers more than price differences among competing
market points. The organization that bought the greatest proportion of

200- to 220-pound hogs paid relatively low average prices, but the

discount for heavy and lightweight hogs made the price paid for 200-

to 220-pound hogs appear to be high. This organization, by manipulat-

ing relative price incentives, was able to buy more 200- to 220-pound

hogs than its competitors without paying higher average prices. Ade-

quate market price information would help producers select the most

appropriate market for their hogs.

Illinois has an "Interior Market News Service" which quotes a

single daily price schedule report for the state. This report for "interior

Illinois" is inadequate to inform either the producer or the trade of

price differences that exist among and within market areas. It does

not recognize differences paid for size of lot sold, or differences paid

by alternative buying organizations. It fails to adequately identify

differences in prices paid for different weight classes or for different

kinds of hogs marketed at the same time in alternative supply areas.

The existing market news reports provide only a rough general indica-

tion of the market price relationships in the state.
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Revision of grades and standards, and improvement of the market

news reporting service can contribute to the ability of the market to

recognize and pay for quality hogs. This ability cannot only reflect

the price differences noted in the study, but can also develop the addi-

tional premiums necessary to the adequate differentiation of market

hogs according to quality.

APPENDIX

The models to be described here were used to test the influence of

weight, size of lot, time of sale, market area, and market organization

on prices paid for hogs in Illinois. They were of the general form:

Y = u + W, + L, + Dk +Tm +An + C + Ep where

Y = deviation price per hundredweight,
u = constant term,

and the subscripted capitals designate regression coefficients of dummy
variables for the following classification of the data:

W = weight term having four classes: Wx
=

180-200; W2
= 200-

220; W3
=

220-240; W4
= 240-270

L = size of lot term with eight classes: LI = 1-10 head; L2
= 11-

20 head; L3
= 21-30 head; L4

= 31-40 head; L5
= 41-50 head; L6

=
51-75 head; L7

= 76-100 head; L8
= over 100 head

D = day of week term with five classes: DI = Monday; D2
= Tues-

day; D3
= Wednesday; D4

= Thursday; D5
= Friday

T = time periods of the study term with five classes: TI = Septem-
ber 14-26, 1959; T2

= November 30-December 12, 1959; T3
= Febru-

ary 15-27, 1960; T4
= June 20-July 1, 1960; T5

= September 12-24,

1960

A = area of state term with seven classes: AI = Area 1; A2
=

Area 2; A3
= Area 3; A4

= Area 4; A5
= Area 5; A6

= Area 6; AT
=

Area 7

C = type of buyer with three classes: d = order buyers; C2
=

packer buyers; C3
= auctions

E = buying organization with eight classes: EX = Organization 1;

E2
=

Organization 2; E3
= Organization 3; E4

= Organization 4;

E5
=

Organization 5; E6
= Organization 6; E7

= Organization 7;

E8
=

Organization 8

The following continuous variables were not included in the general
model shown above, but were included in selected models:

G =
average weight of hogs sold in a lot

H = size of lot sold
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I = daily number of hogs sold in 12 terminal markets and interior

Iowa.

The Wi, Lj, Dk , Tm ,
An , C , and Ep terms included in the models

are regression coefficients of dummy variables. 1

Basic models used in evaluating Illinois country hog prices

Model I included all independent variables that were not closely

inter-correlated. It considered the effect of differences in price devia-

tion within the average weight G and G2
, day of week (D), time of

year (T), and area of the state (A). Since there was relatively high
inter-correlation between some of the dummy variables, these data did

not permit isolation of variation in prices due exclusively to each of

these major classifications.

Model II excluded the continuous variable (1), representing the

daily number of hogs sold at 21 terminals and interior Iowa. The
continuous variable (G

2
), and dummy variables (Dk ) from Model I

were also excluded, and the size-of-lot dummy variables (Lj), re-

placed the size-of-lot continuous variable (H), to determine pricing

differences by lot sizes. Type of buyer (C ) was included to determine

the net price differences between different types of buyers.

Model III was identical to Model II except that the organization

dummy variables (Ep ) replaced the type-of-buyer dummy variables

(Q).
In Model IV the effect of weight was measured by means of

dummy variables (Wi). Size of lot as a continuous variable (H) was

included and dummy variables for size of lot (Lj) were deleted. Area

dummy variables (An), replaced organization dummy variables (Ep ),

because area variables accounted for more variation in Y than did

organization or type-of-buyer variables.

No provision was made in Model V for a nonlinear relationship of

weight to price. Weight of hogs sold (G), size of lot sold (H), and

number of hogs sold (I), were included as continuous variables.

In Model VI the effect of weight was again measured by including

dummy variables (Wi). The variable (G), weight as a continuous

variable, was eliminated. The other independent variables were the

same as those in Model V.

Dummy variables are designated in the above discussion by the

corresponding regression coefficients (subscripted capitals).

1
Suits, Daniel B., "Use of Dummy Variables in Regression Equations," Jour-

nal of American Statistical Association, December 1957, p. 550.
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